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lll Semester B.Com. ExaminatiLn, November/December 2018

(Freshers+Repeaters)(2015:19&Onwards)(CBGS)
LANGUAGE ENGLISH - III

Time : 3 Hours
Max. Marks : 70

tnstructions :1) Answer all the questions'

2) Write the correct question number'

SECTION - A

l. Answer any five of the following in one or two sentences each : (5x2= 10)

1) To whom is the story, "The Goat of Monsieur Seguin" told ?

2) Why was Shyamnath's mother considered an obstacle to the dinner parly ?

3) who accompanied Gandhari on her journey to Hasthinapura ?

4) Where did the author meet Einstein ?

5) ln the story "The Bench" what did ou klass tell Karlie about white and black

men ?

6) Mention two devices that made Hitler the most powerful leader'

7) Define RTl.

ll. Answer any four in'about 80 to 100 words' (4x5= 20)

1) Describe Blanquette, the goat of Monsieur Seguin'

2) what instruction did shyamnath give his mother before the dinner party ?

3) what iniustice was done to women by Kuru men according to

Dhritharashtra ?

4) Give examples from shakespeare an sonnet - 12to show the effects of the

passage of Time.

5) what were Karlie's thoughts as he listened to the speaker in Johannesburg ?

6) How do the employees behave in the office according to theory X ?

P.T.O.
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lll. Ansrruer any two of the following in a page and a half page each' (2x10= 20)

i) 'Freedom, sometimes will land people in trouble'. Substantiate it with

reference to The Goat of Monsieur Seguin.

2) Bring out the appropriateness of the title "The Bench".

3) ,The Night I met Einstein' is a iribute to Einstein's multi-faceted personality'.

Dtscuss.

SECTION _ B
(Work Book)

Write a report on the monsoon effects on South lndia in about 250 words.

Hints : Monsoon season - Heavy rains - flood - landslides - South West

monsoon - destruction of agricultural fields - industry - houses - Loss of

life and properly - rescue operation - rehabilitation.

Develop a narrative using the tree diagram given below using suitable cohesive

devices.

EARTH QUAKE

Shifting of tectonic Plates

Land Slide

Waves Human Life
Loose Changing Common

Soil GeograPhY Phenomenon

Vl. Write a letter to the BBMP Executive Engineer requesting for immediate repair of

pot- holes that killed a pillion rider recently.

. Pathetic condition of roads

. lnconvenience for two wheelers

. lncreased rate of accident

. Urgent need for repair.
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